Bayesian negative binomial mixture regression models for the analysis of sequence count and methylation data.
In this article, we develop a Bayesian hierarchical mixture regression model for studying the association between a multivariate response, measured as counts on a set of features, and a set of covariates. We have available RNA-Seq and DNA methylation data measured on breast cancer patients at different stages of the disease. We account for the heterogeneity and over-dispersion of count data (here, RNA-Seq data) by considering a mixture of negative binomial distributions and incorporate the covariates (here, methylation data) into the model via a linear modeling construction on the mean components. Our modeling construction includes several innovative characteristics. First, it employs selection techniques that allow the identification of a small subset of features that best discriminate the samples while simultaneously selecting a set of covariates associated to each feature. Second, it incorporates known dependencies into the feature selection process via the use of Markov random field (MRF) priors. On simulated data, we show how incorporating existing information via the prior model can improve the accuracy of feature selection. In the analysis of RNA-Seq and DNA methylation data on breast cancer, we incorporate knowledge on relationships among genes via a gene-gene network, which we extract from the KEGG database. Our data analysis identifies genes which are discriminatory of cancer stages and simultaneously selects significant associations between those genes and DNA methylation sites. A biological interpretation of our findings reveals several biomarkers that can help understanding the effect of DNA methylation on gene expression transcription across cancer stages.